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Abstract. Masked logic styles use a random mask bit to de-correlate
the power consumption of the circuit from the state of the algorithm.
The eﬀect of the random mask bit is that the circuit switches between
two complementary states with a diﬀerent power proﬁle. Earlier work
has shown that the mask-bit value can be estimated from the power consumption proﬁle, and that masked logic remains susceptible to classic
power attacks after only a simple ﬁltering operation. In this contribution we will show that this conclusion also holds for masked pre-charged
logic styles and for all practical implementations of masked dual-rail logic
styles. Up to now, it was believed that masking and dual-rail can be combined to provide a routing-insensitive logic style. We will show that this
assumption is not correct. We demonstrate that the routing imbalances
can be used to detect the value of the mask bit. Simulations as well as
analysis of design data from an AES chip support this conclusion.

1

Introduction

In recent years, several diﬀerent circuit styles have been proposed to prevent
side-channel attacks based on diﬀerential power analysis (DPA) [1]. These circuit
styles attempt to remove the correlation between the power consumption and
the signal values at selected internal circuit nodes. The circuit-level and logiclevel techniques that have been proposed to remove this correlation fall into two
major categories: masking techniques, which randomize power consumption, and
dual-rail circuits, which ﬂatten the power consumption.
In this paper, we show that a circuit contains inherent information leaks
determined by the circuit structure at the module level. Indeed, each design
has a speciﬁc power consumption characteristic determined by the ensemble of
gates that make up that circuit. This characteristic can be quantiﬁed with a
probability density function, which can be exploited for side-channel attacks.
Earlier research has shown that single-bit masking can be broken by ﬁltering
of the masked probability density function [2]. We will demonstrate that this
approach is applicable to all recently proposed secure masked logic design styles:
those that are based on masking and pre-charged logic [3], and those that use
a combination of masking and dual-rail techniques [4][5]. We will quantify the
conditions under which these side-channel leaks become visible in the power
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probability-density-function using simulation as well as using analysis of the
layout-data of an actual chip.
Our attack is diﬀerent from the ones that are usually considered for secure logic styles. For example, glitches have shown to be a source of sidechannel leakage [6], because the presence of a glitch depends on the speciﬁc
input data pattern on the circuit. Further, the arrival time of signals at gate
inputs can cause small data-dependent variations on the switching time of gates
[7]. This variation shows up in the power-consumption pattern and can be
exploited in power analysis attacks. Third, the loading imbalance of dual-rail
circuits causes small variations in power consumption [8], which then become
a source of side-channel leaks as well. All these leaks are caused by electrical eﬀects and thus are technology-dependent. In contrast, we will look at the
circuit from a system perspective. The basis of our attack is not an electrical eﬀect, but the probability density function (pdf) of the power consumption. We investigate the eﬀect of circuit-level techniques (masking, dual-rail) on
the pdf and conclude that in practical cases we can undo the eﬀect of masking and dual-rail by ﬁltering operations on the probability density function.
The ﬁltered pdf then becomes subject to standard diﬀerential power analysis
attacks.
The paper is structured as follows. In section 2, we will review brieﬂy the
important properties of major secure logic styles. In section 3, we introduce
a sample test-circuit, containing an S-box of 970 logic gates. Using a cyclebased model of the circuit in masked pre-charged logic (RSL), we derive the
power-pdf using toggle-counting on the cycle-based simulation of the model. We
show how a diﬀerential power analysis attack (DPA) can be performed. The
same circuit then is modeled in masked dual-rail pre-charged logic (MDPL).
Perfectly-matched dual-rail masked logic would result in a constant toggle-count,
with a power pdf that contains a single impulse. However, we will analyze the
eﬀect of small mismatches in loading between the dual-rail nets. We will show
that the mismatch in loading re-enables pdf analysis, and consequently a DPA
attack. This conclusion contradicts claims of earlier research [4]. In section 4, we
explore the consequences of our attack on a placed-and-routed dual-rail masked
circuit. The circuit is a complete AES core containing 16K dual-rail gates. This
illustrates that the attack mechanism also works on practical and large designs.
We follow up with the conclusions in section 5.

2

Masked, Dual-Rail and Pre-charged Logic

This section presents a brief review of the major secure logic styles. All of the
logic styles apply pre-charging, and a selected combination of dual-rail and masking. We discuss, in sequence, Random Switching Logic (masked pre-charged
logic), Wave Dynamic Diﬀerential Logic (dual-rail pre-charged logic), and
Masked Diﬀerential Pre-charge Logic (masked dual-rail pre-charged logic).
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Random Switching Logic (RSL)

In masking techniques, the computation performed by a logic gate is hidden by
masking the actual data with a (pseudo-)random mask bit. The mask bit can be
extracted afterwards to reveal the resulting data. A systematic implementation
of masking, called RSL, was proposed by Suzuki [3]. The RSL nor and nand
gates are deﬁned as follows.
norrsl :
nandrsl :

z = e + x.y + (x + y).r
z = e + x.y + (x + y).r
with x = a ⊕ r, y = b ⊕ r, z = q ⊕ r

These equations illustrate the transformation of the unmasked inputs a and
b into an unmasked output q. Signal r is the mask bit, which switches the RSL
gate between two complementary forms. Signal e is the enable bit, which serves
to eliminate glitches on the RSL gate.
In an RSL circuit, only the primary input signals are masked, and the mask is
removed again at the primary outputs. Internal signal nodes remain in masked
form while traveling from one gate to the next. All gates are connected to the
mask bit as well as to the enable bit. Assume for a moment that e is 1, then the
mask bit switches the gate between dual conﬁgurations as shown below.
Evaluate with r = 1

Evaluate with r = 0

norrsl |r=1 = x.y
nandrsl |r=1 = x + y

norrsl |r=0 = x + y
nandrsl |r=0 = x.y

The signal e is only 1 after all inputs (x, y, r) have arrived, and serves to
eliminate glitches on the RSL gate. The signal e also has the eﬀect of a precharge signal. When e is low, the outputs of all RSL gates are zero. When e
is high, the outputs of all RSL gates will evaluate the input signals. Therefore,
there are only two transitions in an RSL gate that disclose information which
is correlated to the input data: 0 → 0 and 0 → 1. Another way of formulating
this is to say that the dynamic power consumption of RSL directly reﬂects the
number of ‘1’ data signals in the circuit. This is important since, as we will
show later, the behavior of a circuit can be characterized by an average number
of ‘1’ data signals. Since the two dual conﬁgurations, in which the circuit can
be depending on the value of the mask bit, each have a characteristic average
number of ‘1’ data signals, the value of the mask can be extracted by estimating
this average.
Note that the authors of [2] incorrectly assumed that the enable signal only
ensures that the logic is glitch-free. They did not discuss the pre-charge eﬀect of
the enable signal. As a result the eﬀect of the random mask bit is not as visually
noticeable in the power transient as they put forward.
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2.2

Wave Dynamic Diﬀerential Logic (WDDL)

WDDL is a dual-rail pre-charged logic style, with a logic-1 and a logic-0 represented by a complementary diﬀerential pair as (1, 0) and (0, 1) respectively [9].
WDDL inserts a zero-spacer (0, 0) at the beginning of each clock cycle. As a
result, there will be exactly one 0 → 1 transition per diﬀerential pair and per
clock cycle, regardless of the logic value carried by the pair. WDDL is implemented with complementary logic. Using the same notation as for RSL, we have
the following relations.
norwddl :
nandwddl :

(z, zc ) = (xc .yc , x + y)
(z, zc ) = (xc + yc , x.y)

when e = 1 → x = a, y = b,
xc = a, yc = b, q = z
when e = 0 → x = 0, y = 0,
xc = 0, yc = 0
The diﬀerential input pairs are (x, xc ) and (y, yc ), and they are generated from
the inputs when the enable signal e is 1. A (0, 0) spacer is inserted when the enable
signal e is 0. Note that the pre-charge signal e is not present on individual gates, but
merely controls zero-spacer insertion on the primary inputs of the circuit. WDDL
gates are implemented with positive logic only; when an inversion is needed the differential wire pairs are switched. The zero-spacers therefore propagate as a wave
through the circuit. There are two possible transitions in a WDDL gate that disclose
information related to the data input signal: (0, 0) → (0, 1) and (0, 0) → (1, 0).
Consequently, if a diﬀerential wire pair maintains symmetry, power consumption
will remain constant. If, on the other hand, there are small loading imbalances between the two wires making up a pair, there will be a residual information leak.
2.3

Masked Dual-Rail Pre-charge Logic (MDPL)

MDPL combines the ideas of RSL and WDDL into a masked, dual-rail pre-charged
logic style [4]. Like WDDL, MDPL represents a logic-1 with a diﬀerential pair (1, 0)
and a logic-0 with a diﬀerential pair (0, 1). In addition, a zero-spacer (0, 0) is used
to pre-charge all diﬀerential pairs once per clock cycle. The zero-spacer is inserted
on the primary inputs of the circuit under control of the pre-charge signal e. Like
RSL, MDPL also uses a mask bit to switch the circuit between two complementary
forms. MDPL enables a compact logic formulation using majority-gates, which are
gates that implement the majority-count function (MAJ) of their inputs.
normdpl :
nandmdpl :

(z, zc ) = (M AJ(xc , yc , r), M AJ(x, y, rc ))
(z, zc ) = (M AJ(xc , yc , rc ), M AJ(x, y, r))
with M AJ(a, b, c) = a.b + a.c + b.c

when e = 1 → x = a ⊕ b, y = b ⊕ r,
xc = a ⊕ r, yc = b ⊕ r,
q = z ⊕ r, rc = r
when e = 0 → x = 0, y = 0, r = 0, xc = 0, yc = 0
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Assume for a moment that e is 1, then the mask bit switches the gate between
dual conﬁgurations as shown below.
Evaluate when r=1

Evaluate when r=0

normdpl |r=1

normdpl |r=0

= (xc + yc , x.y)
= (a + b, a.b)
= (a + b, a + b)

nandmdpl |r=1 = (xc .yc , x + y)
= (a.b, a + b)
= (a.b, a.b)

= (xc .yc , x + y)
= (a.b, a + b)
= (a + b, a + b)

nandmdpl |r=0 = (xc + yc , x.y)
= (a + b, a.b)
= (a.b, a.b)

The dual rail and precharge behavior of the MDPL gate fulﬁlls the duty
of the enable signal in RSL. It ensures that there is a single data dependent
transition per clock cycle. There are only two possible data-dependent transitions
in an MDPL circuit: either (0, 0) → (0, 1), or (0, 0) → (1, 0). Moreover, the
speciﬁc transition that a pair will take depends on the logic value as well as
on the random mask pair (r, rc ). For this reason, MDPL is believed to have no
loading symmetry requirements between the wires of a diﬀerential pair. We will
demonstrate that this is not correct.

3

An Attack Using the Power Probability Density
Function

In this section we demonstrate the weaknesses of each of the above mentioned
logic styles using a DPA attack on a simple test circuit. The circuit in Figure 1 is
a simpliﬁed encryption circuit consisting of an AES Sbox and a key addition. A
test-bench drives the circuit with 8-bit pseudorandom data. The Sbox and keyaddition are modeled at gate-level using 970 logic gates (99 not-gates, 388 nandgates and 483 nor-gates). The DPA attack will attempt to reveal the key by using
the output data and the simulated power consumption. The power consumption
is simulated by toggle counting, with each gate output of the above-mentioned
970 gates contributing to the overall toggle count. The simulation is cycle-based,
and makes abstraction of detailed delay eﬀects as well as electrical variations
key
8

prng

8

sbox

8

8

out

DUT
Fig. 1. The test circuit: AES Sbox and key addition
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between individual nets and gates. We use this idealized model to demonstrate
that the side-channel does not rely on an electrical eﬀect, but rather on the logic
structure of the circuit.
3.1

Random Switching Logic (RSL)

The ﬁrst simulation implements the above circuit using RSL gates. The power
pdf is calculated by monitoring the toggle count over the input signal space,
and converting the toggle count to a histogram. Each power-consuming 0 → 1
transition contributes a unit weight to the overall toggle count. The resulting
power pdf is plotted as a dashed line in Figure 2. For example, the dashed line
indicates a value of about 0.034 in bin 485. This means that the probability
that exactly 485 gates (of the 970) will carry a logic-1 during an evaluate-period
(e=1) is about 0.034.
Figure 2 also illustrates two other distributions which are obtained as follows.
We sorted all the power samples in two groups according to the value of the mask
bit (zero or one), and created a partial pdf for each group. The partial pdf are
drawn as bar-charts in two diﬀerent shades. The light-shaded bars correspond
to power samples with a zero mask bit. The dark-shaded bars are those samples
which have a mask bit of one. Note that, while individual light bars and dark
bars are drawn aside from each other, both charts use the same set of bins. Each
bin contains a light bar and a dark bar, and the sum of both bars amounts to
the level of the dashed line.
The pdf has several interesting properties. First, the distributions for mask
r=1 and mask r=0 do not overlap nicely. This is expected as the mask bit puts
the circuit in one of the two complementary forms. The two complementary
forms do not perform the same calculations on the internal data signals and as
a result do not have the same characteristic average number of ’1’ data signals.
In fact, when we see a toggle count below 485, we can say with high probability
that the mask bit is zero (r=0). When the toggle count is above 485, the mask
bit is probably one (r=1). Detailed analysis reveals that the two sub-histograms
are mirror-images of each other around toggle count 485.
To prepare an RSL power-trace for DPA, we can fold the power trace around
the average value 485. The resulting power trace will closely approximate the
unmasked power trace. This works because of the following reason. RSL allows
only two possible transitions on a masked net: 0 → 0 and 0 → 1 transitions.
The sum of these two types of transitions thus must equal the total number
of masked nets (970). The mask bit has the eﬀect of interchanging the 0 → 0
with 0 → 1 transitions in a masked circuit. For example, if we ﬁnd 490 0 → 1
transitions, we may assume that mask r = 1. To remove the eﬀect of the mask
bit, we derive the equivalent toggle count for mask r = 0. This must be 970 - 490
= 480 toggles. In a practical implementation of this attack, we can measure a
masked power trace, and then fold the resulting measurement around the average
measured value when the measured value exceeds the average value. The folding
technique only fails for a small part of the masked pdf, namely for the part where
the mask is estimated incorrectly. Experimental results conﬁrm that the DPA
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Fig. 2. Estimated Power Probability Density Function for RSL

attack can ﬁnd the key with only 30 power samples, when the attack is based
on the Hamming weight of the input.
Table 1 collects additional statistics of the RSL power pdf. The table highlights
another interesting property: the pdf has a very low entropy. The entropy or
information content of a signal with N discrete values with probabilities pi is
deﬁned as follows:
H(S) =

N
i=1

−pi .log2 (pi )

The overall power-trace has only 4.61 bit of information per power sample.
The low entropy value is surprising because the circuit has 970 gates, and thus
theoretically contains 2970 power states. The table also reveals that the addition
of the random bit increases the entropy (from 4.07 to 4.61 bit). This is important
as it indicates that it remains possible to strip the additional mask bit out.
Table 1. Statistics of the RSL power pdf

Min toggle
Max toggle
Average toggle
Stdev toggle
Entropy (bit)

r=0

r=1

overall

465
492
480.6
4.44
4.07

478
505
489.4
4.45
4.07

465
505
485
6.24
4.61
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Perfect masking should not modify the entropy. Indeed, under this condition,
the masked signal does not carry any information about the masking scheme
that was used to obtain it. The masking scheme itself thus is a secret variable,
required to restore the original signal. However, it is presently not known how
such a perfect masking scheme can be created. Recently, leakage functions were
introduced to model the information ﬂow from input to power-trace [10]. These
leakage functions could be used to evaluate a masking scheme upfront.
3.2

Masked Dual-Rail Pre-charge Logic (MDPL)

Our second simulation uses the same test circuit implemented with MDPL gates.
In MDPL, each logic pair of wires can make two possible transitions: (0, 0) →
(0, 1) and (0, 0) → (1, 0). When these diﬀerential nets are perfectly matched, we
will measure a constant toggle count of 970 for the overall circuit. However, we
performed a simulation with a small but uniform imbalance between the wires
from each pair. The simulation was performed so that a (0, 0) → (0, 1) transition
incremented the toggle count by 1, while a (0, 0) → (1, 0) transition incremented
the toggle count by 0.99. This simulates a mismatching of 1%. While a uniform
imbalance among all diﬀerential pairs is artiﬁcial, it allows us to clarify the method
of our attack. In section 4, we will extend this attack to a non-uniform imbalance.
We did not include the toggle count graph for this simulation because it looks
similar to the one shown in Figure 1. Only the X-axis (bin counts) is diﬀerent.
The bins for the MDPL simulation are numbered 964.95 to 965.35 (whereas the
RSL bins go from 465 to 505). Even though for MDPL, the number of ’1’ data
signals is constant, the distributions do not nicely overlap. Similarly as for RSL,
the mask bit puts the circuit in one of the two complementary forms. The two
complementary forms do not perform the same calculations on the internal data
signals, and thus do not have the same transitions on the capacitances attached
to the data signals, and as a result do not have the same characteristic average
load.
Similar to the RSL case, the value of the mask bit can be estimated by considering if a power value is above or below the estimated average: When we see
a toggle count below 965.15, we can assume that the mask bit has a particular
value. When the toggle count is above 965.15, the mask bit has probably the opposite value. We can preprocess the power trace in a similar fashion as for RSL:
determine the average in the power-pdf and fold the upper part over the lower
part. The resulting transformation removes the eﬀect from the mask bit, and
the resulting power-trace can be broken using DPA with only 30 samples. This
illustrates a key point in this paper: the beneﬁts of masking and dual-rail are not
additive for side-channel resistance. Of course, the side-channel in MDPL is relatively smaller than in the case of RSL, and more sensitive power measurements
must be made.
Can the above attack also work on a realistic circuit? In the next section, we
show how to attack a large design in masked dual rail logic, which was implemented through layout-level using place-and-route. In this case, the imbalance
among diﬀerential pairs is variable.
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Applying the Attack on a Chip-Level Layout of AES

In this section, we demonstrate that the conclusions from the previous chapter
also hold for a large design with factual design data. We will show that the
loading imbalances on masked dual-rail pre-charged gates in a chip-level layout
are suﬃcient to enable the attack methodology described in this paper.
4.1

Device Under Test

We opted to demonstrate our ﬁndings on a large and practical circuit. The device
under test is a complete AES core with encryption data path and key scheduling.
The AES core is based on a single round of the AES-128 algorithm which consists
of byte substitution, shift row, mix column and key addition phases along with
on-the-ﬂy key scheduling (see Figure 3). The byte substitution is implemented
using look-up tables. A full encryption of 128-bit data using a 128-bit key takes
precisely eleven clock cycles.

key

128
KEY
round

in

128
AES
round

128

out

Fig. 3. Device under test: AES core with encryption data path and key scheduling

The gate level netlist describing the AES core contains just over 16K dual rail
gates. The dual rail netlist has been placed-and-routed using Silicon Ensemble
without any routing constraints. This means that the true net and the false net
of each diﬀerential pair are routed independently from each other. The lumped
interconnect capacitances of the nets, which will be used in the power measurement simulations, have been extracted using the HyperExtract parasitic extractor, which takes second order and cross-coupling capacitances into account.
The peak and average supply current of a measurement sample, which are
generally used in real life DPA attacks, are proportional to the sum of all the
individual load capacitances being charged in the clock cycle of interest. Hence,
we simulate the power consumption with weighted toggle counts. The simulation
is cycle-based. Each power-consuming 0 → 1 transition contributes a weight to
the overall toggle count equal to the extracted interconnect capacitance value
of the switching net. The overall toggle count is thus equal to the total load
capacitance.
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To avoid biasing the power measurements, we do not take the load of the mask
bit into account. This ensures that there is no direct observability of the mask
bit value due to the very large capacitive load of the signals r and rc , which are
distributed to each gate. In other words, we assume that special precaution has
been taken to match the capacitive loads between r and rc . Instead, we simulate
the masking of dual rail with precharge logic as follows. We simulate genuine dual
rail logic having a single power transition per clock cycle. In each clock cycle the
weighted toggle count of the circuit is recorded as is the weighted toggle count
of the circuit in complementary form. Subsequently, in a post-processing step,
a random mask bit is generated and one of the two weighted toggle counts is
chosen based on the value of the mask bit. This simulates the correct cycle true
behavior of both MDPL and Dual Rail RSL [5].
4.2

Power-Based SCA Results

Figure 4 shows the probability density function of the weighted toggle counts
based on the observations for 1,000,000 encryptions. As expected based on our
observations in sections 3.1 and 3.2, the distributions for mask r = 1 and mask
r = 0 do not nicely overlap. The mask bit thus also introduces a bias for a
large circuit and for an in-depth analysis using actual extracted capacitances of
a placed-and-routed circuit.
Furthermore, where there was some overlap between the distributions of the
small circuit with uniform mismatch between the true and false nets (section 3.2),
there is no overlap in this example. This is due to the following. The variation
(i.e. the width) of a distribution is smaller than the distance between the two
distributions. The variation is set by data signals which have a random transition
for every observation. An example of such a signal is the input to the AES round.
The distance is set by signals which always have the same transition for every
observation. Examples of such signals are the control signals, which set the AES
core for the last round, and the input to the KEY round, which calculates the
last round key. When the mask bit changes, all those invariable signals make the
opposite transition. The distance is thus set by the structural mismatch between
two large capacitances, which has a binary eﬀect. The variation, however, is set
by cumulated mismatch between many small capacitance pairs, which has a
Gaussian eﬀect.
The value of the mask bit can again be estimated by considering if a power
value is above or below the calculated average. When we observe a weighted
toggle count sample below 332.48, we can assume that the mask bit has a particular value. When the toggle count is above 332.48, the mask bit has the
opposite value. Since there is no overlap between the distributions, the mask bit
is always correctly deduced. A simple threshold ﬁlter allows separating the two
power proﬁles and undoing the masking operation. Note that all measurement
samples can be utilized during the DPA, by folding the resulting measurements
around the average measured value as explained in section 3.1.
Without the ﬁltering operation, a DPA is unsuccessful. None of the key bytes
was disclosed even after all of the 1,000,000 measurement samples are taken
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Fig. 4. Estimated power probability density function of device under test

into account. Once the mask bit is removed, however, unbalanced capacitances
caused by routing diﬀerences make a DPA possible: 2,000 measurement samples
are suﬃcient to disclose the ﬁrst key bytes. This conﬁrms that masked logic styles
remain susceptible to classic power attacks after only a simple ﬁltering operation.
For masked logic, whether it is single ended or dual rail logic, to work, the power
probability density function should not disclose any information regarding the
mask bit value. The distributions for the diﬀerent mask bit values can be made
more diﬃcult to distinguish by increasing their overlap, for example by not
masking constant signals.

5

Conclusions

Masking and dual-rail logic do not add up. We have shown with simulations
as well as analysis of design data from an AES chip that individual weaknesses
remain if both are blindly combined. Indeed, the mask bit puts the circuit into
one of two dual conﬁgurations. Without routing constraints, loading imbalances
will be present between diﬀerential wires and the two dual conﬁgurations can
not have the same characteristic power consumption. As a result, the masking
can easily be undone by observing whether the measurement sample is below
or above the average power consumption. Once the mask bit has been removed,
a power attack easily discloses the key due to loading imbalances between the
diﬀerential wires.
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